ART. 52]
ARRANGEMENT OF POINSOT'S  AXES.
49.    Conversely, let a straight line intersect both focal conies, then by Art. 37 it is a generator of the circular cylinder.    If the direction cosines of this straight line are alt az, as, the corresponding couple-moment T is given by the quadratic (1) of Art. 48.
This quadratic gives two values of T. Multiplying (2) by JR2#32 and subtracting the result from (1) we find that one root is T=0 and that the other is given by
(Kfaf+Kfa*) V = m**{Z&<** + Zf(w-Saj} ......... ...... (3).
The result is that the couple-moment for the generator is zero for one of the two directions in which the force E can act along that generator.
These two values of T follow also from equations (1) and (2) Art. 45, for when the value of T given by (1) is zero, the value given by (2) agrees with that shown in equation (3) of this article.
Finally, we see that if any straight line can be the line of action of a single resultant force that line must intersect both the focal conies, and if a straight line intersect both the focal conies it can be the line of action of a single resultant if the body be properly placed.
50.    Ex. 1.   The direction of the principal force E being given by the direction cosines alt a.2, a3 referred to the principal axes at the central point show that each
passes through the line of action of E and intersects the focal conies in four points, which are the corners of a parallelogram formed by the focal lines, two of which are parallel to the direction of E. Prove also that the focal lines parallel to the given direction of E are the corresponding single resultants.
This follows easily from Art. 45.
Ex. 2. If the body is so placed that the force E acts along an asymptote of the hyperbolic focal conic, prove (1) that the circular cylinder contains the elliptic focal conic on its surface; (2) that as the body is turned round OE Poinsot's axis lies in the plane containing E and parallel to the force H which corresponds to the greater astatic moment Kz ; (3) that Poinsot's couple T is always zero as the body is turned round OE provided the force E acts in the proper direction, but is zero only when the plane of the hyperbolic conic contains the force H if E act in the other direction.
51.   Relations of Poinsot's axis to the confoeals.   The manner in which the single resultant is connected with the confoeals is given by Minding's theorem. We may also find the relations of Poinsot's axis with the same confoeals in the general case in which the couple is not zero.   To effect this we require the following lemma in solid geometry.
52.    Lemma.   Let the squares of the semi-axes of two confoeals be a2+X, /32 + X, 72 4- X and a2 + X', /32 + X', 72 4- X'.   Let the direction cosines of any straight line be (?., m, n) and its distance from the origin be p.   If two planes at right angles can be drawn through the straight line to touch the two confoeals, then
It follows that when the confoeals are given the left-hand side is constant for all straight lines.
Let (V, m', n'), (l"9 m", n") be the direction cosines of the tangent planes, and p, pf the lengths of the perpendiculars on them.    Then
P2=(a2 + X) Z'2 H-(j82+ X) wz/2 +(72 + X) w'2, /2= (a2 + X') r2 + (j8* + X') ro"a + (72 + X') n"\

